The outstanding characteristics of the piece as a whole are the extreme skill of the design, every curving stem and leaf and flower falling beautifully and effortlessly into its place, and the harmony of the coloring, now somewhat faded, as can be seen from the greater brilliance of the reverse, but still eminently satisfying. The technique is most competent, with as many warps to the inch as in some of the best Gobelins; hatching is used for shading in flowers and fruit, 221 
old, whose history can be followed from the time of its creation down to the present day. Thanks to its coats of arms, its inscribed date, and Sir John's useful memorandum, this claim can be sustained for the Lewknor table carpet.
It is tapestry-woven of wool, with details in silk and silver thread, sixteen feet four inches long and seven feet six inches high, with approximately twenty-three warp threads to an inch. The ground is dark blue, thickly covered with scrolling blue-green leaves of rose, lily, and honeysuckle, with their flowers in now-subdued yellows and pinks. A shallow hillock in the lower center is dotted with plants of cowslips, daisies, heartsease, and strawberries. On this stand two plump fair-haired youths, each grasping ribbons that support a coat of arms in a wreath of leaves and fruit. Two other shields, within wreaths of acanthus and olive, flank the central motif. The ground of the border is pale yellow, almost concealed by masses of dull-toned fruit, leaves, and flowers; spaced along it are smaller coats of arms, arranged so that, when the carpet was laid on a table with the border falling over the edges, the shields would all be right way up. In the lower right-hand corner is a panel inscribed AN The outstanding characteristics of the piece as a whole are the extreme skill of the design, every curving stem and leaf and flower falling beautifully and effortlessly into its place, and the harmony of the coloring, now somewhat faded, as can be seen from the greater brilliance of the reverse, but still eminently satisfying. The technique is most competent, with as many warps to the inch as in some of the best Gobelins; hatching is used for shading in flowers and fruit,
221
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The she discovered that her apartment "contained neither tapestry nor velvet." In fact, its walls were papered and "the air of the room altogether far from uncheerful," a type of interior decoration clearly preferred by the author, although disappointing to the heroine. But, with all this information about the Lewknor tapestry, it is still not possible to say where it was made. When first published, it was con-"Arras" and "tapestry," at this date, were not synonyms; "arras" was the equivalent of "tapestry" today, but "tapestry" was a cheaper fabric. The poet George Herbert, in 1633, could write, "I care not though the cloth of state should be/ Not of rich arras, but mean tapestrie." All the other stuffs made at Barcheston, except for saye, which was a fine serge cloth, were, as far as they can be identified, coarse and inexpensive fabrics, probably of wool. Sheldon went on to say that he wanted his son Rauf (Ralph) to continue the arrangement, "so that the said Richard Heeks (as my special hope and trust he will) do continue the exercising of the said trade to so good purpose as he hath begun." Sheldon had acquired his manor of Barcheston in 1561 and there is a record of Hyckes's being paid "for hangings made for Mr. Talbot of hys armes, and a covering of the same work for the new plor [parlor]" in I568. It has been mentioned that Constance Lewknor's first husband was a Worcestershire man, and she had a cousin who married a nephew of Sheldon's. Most of the known Sheldon tapestries have been found in the neighborhood of Barcheston, which is near the border of Warwickshire and Worcestershire, so what could be more probable than that Constance, or her mother, would have given this important commission to the newly-established local industry?
Unfortunately, the style and technique of the Lewknor tapestry do not agree with those of the known Sheldon products (see Figure 4) . It is true that these are all much later in date, the earliest being a series of maps of about 1588, and the majority of them dating from just before the turn of the century down to 1611. The Metropolitan Museum owns several typical examples, all cushion covers, and all probably made after I600. They have a naive charm, but the crude design and workmanship are very far from the assurance and competence of the Lewknor tapestry. The same flowers and fruit appear, notably heartsease, roses, and honeysuckle, but how differently portrayed! It is not, of course, completely impossible that Richard Hyckes, in one of his earliest works, produced something of much finer technical quality than he and his assistants were ever to achieve later, but it seems most unlikely that a brilliant designer made a cartoon for him once and never again.
It was not true that Hyckes was the first tapestry-maker in England, as Sheldon wrote. There had certainly been medieval workshops, and, in the mid-sixteenth century, refugees from religious persecution in the Netherlands set up others in several parts of England; the only objects they are known to have made are cushion covers, and none of these have been found. The lists of royal arras-workers for this period also contain many Flemish names, but these craftsmen were primarily repairers. But the scheme is common in another group of textiles: English embroideries of the second half of the sixteenth century, such as the Bletso carpet mentioned above, and a coverlet, of which a detail is illustrated in Figure 6 , in the collection of Irwin Untermyer; it is, in fact, their most distinctive feature, not found in contemporary Continental embroideries. Such delicate and sensitive flowery circlings as extend so gracefully into every available space on the Lewknor tapestry can only be paralleled on these English embroideries. It is conceivable that the whole design was put on paper in England, as the blazons of the coats of arms must have been, though not necessarily by an Englishman; even the figures would not have been beyond the capability of the artist who was responsible for the shieldholding boys of the carved stone frontispiece of Montacute, made about I540, or too difficult for Hans Eworth, who painted a nude goddess in the portrait of John Luttrell, already mentioned, which is dated I550. The Lewknor border of fruit and flowers is purely Flemish, but English art of this period was under strong Flemish influence and an amalgam of the two styles is a common occurrence.
It was, however, quite usual in sixteenth century England to have tapestries made to order in the Low Countries; the most famous instance is the commission given to Frans Spierincx of
If a flight of fancy may be permitted, some such scene as the following can be imagined. Dame Lewknor (or her daughter Constance) visits her friend Dame Luttrell, now a widow, and admires the great carpet that has been made overseas and now so nobly honors the memory of Sir Andrew and his family. She thinks of her dead husband and her lack of sons, and determines to perpetuate the Lewknor name in the same way. But Lady Luttrell does not like the way the shields, the only really important things, have been handled; she sent accurate drawings, of course, and the blazonings are correct, but naturally she expected the workshop to make the shapes conform and to space them correctly. Workmen are so outrageously lazy and careless nowadays and she couldn't have been more put out when the carpet arrived with the shields copied all too literally and inserted just as the silly weavers pleased. And how they mishandled our loyal Tudor roses, jamming them in, every which way! Lady Lewknor decides she will do better. The design she will procure will be not only good heraldry, but perfect as a whole and in all its details; the tapestry shop has but to copy it exactly.
"The iniquity of oblivion blindly scattereth her poppy," wrote Sir Thomas Browne at about the same moment that Sir John Lewknor was recording the importance of his "carpet of arms." Bodiam Castle is a ruin and Chawton now famous only for its connection with Jane Austen, but, three thousand miles away and four hundred years after it was woven, Sir Andrew Lewknor's azure, 3 chevrons silver on his carpet of arms is kept safe forever in the Metropolitan Museum. 230 
